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Preface

Preface
Do you have a career path? Do you know exactly what you want in terms of your career? Do you know
what you’ll be best suited to?
All of these questions need answering if you want a happy and fruitful career. You spend a great proportion
of your life at work so it pays to choose and manage your career wisely!
In this textbook you will work through a series of exercises and content so that you will be able to plan
and map out a rewarding career for yourself.

Sean McPheat, the Founder and Managing Director of management development specialists, MTD
Training is the author of this publication. Sean has been featured on CNN, BBC, ITV, on numerous
radio stations and has contributed to many newspapers. He’s been featured in over 250 different
publications as a thought leader within the management development and training industry.
MTD has been working with a wide variety of clients (both large and small) in the UK and internationally
for several years.
MTD specialise in providing:
• In-house, tailor made management training courses (1–5 days duration)
• Open courses (Delivered throughout the UK at various locations)
• Management & leadership development programmes (From 5 days to 2 years)
• Corporate and executive coaching (With senior or middle managers)
MTD provide a wide range of management training courses and programmes that enable new and
experienced managers to maximise their potential by gaining or refining their management and leadership
skills.
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Preface

Our team of highly skilled and experienced trainers and consultants have all had distinguished careers
in senior management roles and bring with them a wealth of practical experience to each course. At
MTD Training we will design and deliver a solution that suits your specific needs addressing the issues
and requirements from your training brief that best fits your culture, learning style and ways of working.
Our programmes are delivered when and where you need them! We believe that training should be fun,
highly interactive and provide “real world” practical techniques and methods that you can use back in
the office – and that’s exactly what we provide.
Download A FREE Self Study Management Course
Please visit our website www.m-t-d.co.uk for further details about the services that we offer and to also
download a FREE Self Study Management Course
Contact MTD:
Online:
Web: 		

www.m-t-d.co.uk

Email: 		

info@m-t-d.co.uk

Telephone:
From The UK: 0800 849 6732
International:

++ 44 2476 233 151
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Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1

Your Career Is in Your Control

Each one of us has the ability to control the path that our careers take. It requires that we become truly selfaware so that we can identify what our own interests and passions are – what will truly make us happy in
our careers. Then we must be able to fully face our own strengths and weaknesses so that we can ameliorate
the ways in which we might be blocking our own career progress. Next, it’s important to hone some skills
that are important to career advancement such as communication skills, self-motivation skills and goalsetting, and a relatively modern skill set called Emotional Intelligence. Finally, you’ll need some practical
job-search skills, like understanding how to write a resume and how to stand-out in the interview process.

1.2

Your Interests and Passions

Are you truly happy in your current career path? Many of us spend our lives doing work that we don’t
truly enjoy. We do it because we need to pay the bills, put food on the table, keep a roof over our heads.
But if we are intentional about it, we can discover what type of work will provide for our financial needs
and will be fulfilling as well.

1.3

Identifying Our Strengths and Weaknesses

Since no one is perfect, we all have weaknesses as well as strengths. But when you look at your weaknesses
honestly, you transform them into areas that you can work on to improve your own career potential.
You’re managing yourself in order to help manage your career. For example, imagine you are unorganized
or have issues with time management. You can learn how to become more organized and to become a
masterful manager of your time. If you have a hard time working with a certain kind of person – and we
all do – what would you normally do about it? Get angry, suffer over it, wish you were somewhere else?
What if you could learn to look at that as your own weakness rather than as the other person’s fault, you
suddenly have a power to do something about it – something that you didn’t have before. This is all part
of an honest inventory of our strengths and weaknesses with an intention of moving our career forward.

1.4

Enhancing Your Skills

In the next few chapters, we’ll examine some skills that are important for managing your career because
they will do two things: make you more desirable as a job candidate and keep you in a positive attitude
and well-motivated to continue managing your career. Some of these skills are also useful in your everyday
life and your relationships outside of work. We’ll look at:
• Communication skills
• Motivation skills
• Emotional intelligence
Download free eBooks at bookboon.com
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1.5

Introduction

Job-Search Skills

In order to manage your career, you need to manage which jobs you pursue. Gone are the times when
a person would start and end their career with the same company. Instead, people who truly manage
their careers are strategic about which jobs they take and why. They look at each position as a rung in
a ladder, not as a permanent destination. To be good at changing jobs, you need to be good at getting
them. Which is why we’ll examine some techniques to help you in your job search. The more you practice
these skills, the easier you will find job hunting to be.
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Determining Your Interests and Passion

2	Determining Your Interests and
Passions
2.1

Introduction

Each of us has activities and areas in life that we are passionate about. Yet few of us are able to spend
our careers pursuing something that truly holds our interest. The need to make a living, the desire for
security, and the pressures of society often make us choose a career path that is not truly fulfilling.
Unfortunately, we can spend a lifetime doing something that we don’t actually enjoy.
Now imagine for a moment that you were able to spend that same career time doing something that you
are passionate about. Something that, when you woke up in the morning, you actually looked forward
to doing. How would life be different for you? Managing your career should be, at least in part, about
finding a career that you truly enjoy. The benefits are manifold. You will be happier, which will make
you healthier. Which in turn will make you able to have a generally higher quality of life.
If you don’t know what you are passionate about or what your interests really are, there are all kinds of
tests out there that you can take. One famous test you may have taken is the Myers-Briggs. But we’ll do
two rather simple exercises to see if you can get a clearer idea of the type of career that will be the best
fit for you.

2.1

Exercise One

First, on a sheet of paper, draw a line down the middle. On the left-hand side, list the things in life that
are most important to you. List people, things, ideals, activities – whatever it is that is very important
to you and to your personal happiness. For example, a list might look like this:
• Family
• Health
• Integrity
• Friends
• Work
• Church
• Pets
• Reading
• Children
• Painting
• Travel
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Now on the right-hand side, list your strengths and skills. Think about things you know how to do from
a work or knowledge perspective, and that you actually enjoy doing. So your list might look something
like this:
• Working with people
• Training others
• Learning new skills
• Supervising others
• Understanding complex ideas
• Solving problems
• Writing
• Public speaking
• Helping people
• Working with my hands
Now, take a moment to compare the two lists for some areas that cross-over. For example, if you enjoy
working with your hands and are good at training others, and you know that working with children
brings you joy, what kind of careers could you follow that would allow you to do all of those things? If
you enjoy helping others and you enjoy pursuing better health, what kind of a career could you have
that would allow you to do both?

We will turn your CV into
an opportunity of a lifetime

Do you like cars? Would you like to be a part of a successful brand?
We will appreciate and reward both your enthusiasm and talent.
Send us your CV. You will be surprised where it can take you.

Send us your CV on
www.employerforlife.com
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There are no right answers here – this is a brainstorming exercise to get you to start thinking outside of
whatever career path you might already find yourself on. It doesn’t mean that you have to change the
current career path that you have been following – but it might point you to ways that you could enjoy
your current career path more. Perhaps you could focus on developing a new skill set that will allow
you to take advantage of the experience you have but apply it to a new role. Just think creatively – how
can you combine your passions and your skills into a career you would love?

2.2

Exercise Two

In this exercise, we’re going to look at the kind of personality that you have, and what that tells you about
the kind of career that you might enjoy. To do this, we’ll first need to explain the personality quadrant so
that you can determine which kind of personality type you have. There are four basic types in this model:
• Direct
• Systematic
• Spirited
• Considerate
You will not necessarily be entirely one or the other type. But there is usually a dominant personality type
that you will recognize as being closest to your own. Let’s start by taking a look at the personality matrix
model in Figure 1. This model was developed by Dr. Eileen Russo. Her model uses two dimensions of
personality: expressiveness and assertiveness.

Figure 1: The Personality Matrix
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Each of the four personality quadrants represents a basic personality style. People can fall anywhere
within each quadrant, becoming more uniformly one style over the others as they move further from the
center. Notice that the more assertive styles ‘tell’ others what to do. The less assertive styles ‘ask’ others
what should be done. The more expressive styles tend to show their emotions in their face, speech, and
tone. The less expressive styles will either not express or hide their emotions.
The resulting four basic personality styles are shown in Figure 2.
Low Expressiveness + Low Assertiveness = Systematic
Low Expressiveness + High Assertiveness = Direct
High Expressiveness + High Assertiveness = Spirited
High Expressiveness + Low Assertiveness = Considerate
Figure 2: The Four Basic Personality Styles

Now let’s look at the basic characteristics of each type of personality and the types of careers that tend
to fit these personality types.
2.2.1

Direct

People with direct personality styles like to be in charge. They like to take control and get to work – and
they’ll work hard. They look for results, are driven to succeed, and are often competitive. They have strong
focus and are pragmatic in their outlook. They are assertive, decisive, and have strong opinions. They
aren’t afraid to speak their minds or to make the tough decisions. They don’t want to analyze things to
death – they want to get in, get it done, and get on to the next project.
For other personality styles, direct styles can come off as overbearing, impatient, stubborn, and autocratic.
They may appear as if they don’t want other people’s input, particularly if it’s something that could slow
them down from getting the job done. They may not take the time to listen to others or to feel that they
need to explain anything to anyone else. They sometimes put results ahead of other people’s feelings.
• Some careers that might fit best with a direct personality include:
• Public safety positions (police, sheriff, fire, corrections)
• Lawyer
• Manager or supervisor
• Banker
• Surgeon
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Spirited

The spirited personalities are the ‘dreamers’ of the group. They can be like the Pied Piper, generating
enthusiasm and excitement about an idea or project. They are persuasive, visionary types who are
passionate about whatever they are working on and will throw themselves into their work with abandon.
They prefer to multitask in order to avoid getting bored or stymied. They aren’t afraid to take risks and
can often convince others to do the same.
Spirited styles, while great at getting a project started, are not always that great at getting it finished. They
prefer the big picture to getting down to the details of a task and paying attention to minutiae. It’s difficult
to keep their attention for long since they prefer to do multiple things at once. Time management may be
a problem for spirited people, as they may have a problem determining exactly how long a project will take
to complete and so they can tend to commit to more work than they are truly capable of doing. They may
have a hard time listening to others, particularly if what the other person says might rain on their parade.
Some possible careers for spirited people include:
• Politician
• Salesperson
• Performing arts (musician, actor)
• Teacher
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2.2.3

Determining Your Interests and Passion

Systematic

Systematic personality types are the analysts among us. They are willing and able to plow through piles
of data and still be hungry for more. They excel at identifying and managing details, and logic is their
best friend. They are consistent, rational, precise, and are usually very disciplined. They make decisions
based on research and analysis rather than feelings. They have patience and are deliberate in their work
style. They are business-oriented and not normally apt to share anything about themselves on a personal
level. They like predictable processes and precise directions. They stick to the book, and want others to
do the same. They value fairness and playing by the rules, no matter what.
However, systematics can sometimes have a hard time making decisions because of the overload of
information they have compiled. They will always want more time for more details, and may get boggeddown in one particular area or on one point instead of seeing the entire picture as a whole. They may fear
change and upsets in their usual routine. They may not be able to recognize when rules need to be bent
or exceptions need to be made to the rules or policies. Others may see them as cold and uninterested,
particularly those who are expressive. They do not do well with conflict, as they tend to prefer avoidance
rather than confrontation. They may shut down communication as a way of dealing with discomfort or
disappointment.
Systematics may enjoy careers like:
• Computer programmer or other IT jobs
• Scientist (research or applied)
• Financial analyst or accountant
• Engineer
2.2.4

Considerate

The final personality style is considerate. These are the people-pleasers in your group. They are natural
team workers, preferring to work with and support others than to work alone. They are excellent listeners,
and seek to connect with others on a personal level. If there is conflict of any kind, they will work to
mediate it. They will want everyone to have their turn, to have their say, and to be appreciated for their
contribution. They are natural counselors, natural trainers or mentors, and they enjoy helping others.
They will encourage others to brainstorm and speak their minds, even if they aren’t inclined to do so
themselves.
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Of course, niceness can have its downsides as well. Considerate personality styles won’t always stand
up for themselves, or point out mistakes that others might have made. They will worry more about
other people’s feelings in decision-making rather than the facts. They can be overly emotional and take
decisions personally that were not at all personal. They tend to avoid uncomfortable situations such as
change or conflict and may do what it takes to be included in the group rather than what is the best
decision for a project. Others may take advantage of them, as considerates will often agree to take on
more than their share of work in a project in order to make others happy.
Some common careers for considerate personality types include:
• Psychologist or therapist
• Social worker
• HR Manager
• Physical Therapist
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3	Identifying Your Strengths and
Weaknesses
3.1

Introduction

It takes an open mind and a bit of humility to be able to truly assess your own strengths and weaknesses
in the workplace. However, you cannot effectively manage your career unless you do this work. Managing
implies that you have control over something. So the only way to gain that control is to manipulate your
skill set to match the career path that you want. In other words, if you want to be a trainer but you are
a dreadful public speaker, you need to recognize that fact and take action to change it if you want to
be successful as a trainer. If you were able to identify your own personality style in the last section, you
will already know some of your potential weaknesses. But there may be some we didn’t identify. An
honest self-assessment should be viewed as personal journey that will result in more opportunities for
managing your career. Viewed in this light, there is nothing to fear in identifying your own weaknesses.

3.2

Identifying What a Job Requires

Imagine for a moment that you have to hire someone for the position that you want. How would you
rate as a candidate? Start by review the job itself, including the competencies and skills that are necessary.
When you have this information, then you can begin to determine how you would evaluate yourself
as a candidate. Assuming you have a job description or at least a basic understanding of what the job
requires, do the following:
• Define the purpose of the job, the duties, and the responsibilities. Be as precise as you can.
• Review the responsibilities of similar positions in your current organization. How and
what are they doing in the job? Add any new information to your list of duties and
responsibilities.
• Research job descriptions online of similar positions – both inside your organization and
in other organizations. What information can you take from those descriptions to help
formulate your list of duties and responsibilities?
• Now, for each of the duties or responsibilities, what skills or competencies do you need?
For example, if a duty is that you have to compile monthly financial reports, the skill or
competency would be a basic understanding of accounting. If a duty is that you have to
manage a team of sales people, then you need to have sales skills and supervisory skills.
Once you have completed this prep work for any position that you are interested in, you can now rate
yourself against the ‘ideal candidate’ for a position. This can help you identify any areas where you need
to build your job-related skills.
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Weaknesse

Identifying General Strengths and Weaknesses

In the last section, we looked at how you would measure up to a specific job. But what about your
general skills that would come in handy in any job? Where are your strengths and weaknesses when
it comes to working with others, working on a team, or supervising other people? Here are some tips
when identifying your strengths and weaknesses:
1. Make a ‘Strengths’ List.
Start a journal where you list your significant achievements. You certainly know some areas
where you excel already, and you can get additional areas of strengths from feedback from
others like your boss or your co-workers. You can refer to this list from time to time when
you need to remind yourself of all the things you are good at. Just be sure to keep it updated
2. Make a ‘Weaknesses’ List
Use this list not to chastise yourself, but as a kind of personal ‘to do’ list. You can use it to
track your progress in each area that has needed improvement. Eventually, you may be able
to move some of these weaknesses over to your Strengths list. Seeing that you can achieve
something you set your mind to will help to build up your confidence.
3. See Failures as Learning Experiences
When you have setbacks or failures, view them as learning opportunities or meaningful
challenges. Don’t dwell on them, but instead learn what you can from them and know that
you now have that knowledge for the next situation in life.

3.4

Getting Feedback from Others

None of us knows exactly how we are seen by others. Think about someone you work with. You can
see them clearly – their strengths, their weaknesses. You see things about them that they don’t seem to
know about themselves. So you can assume the same is true of you. There are people who can give you
some very valuable feedback on your strengths of weaknesses. You won’t do this with just anyone – you
would do it with people that you trust and with whom you have an important relationship. For example,
you could ask your spouse, boss, subordinates, children, or close friends. You let them know that you
are trying to learn about yourself and how you interact with others and you want them to feel free to
say what they really think.
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There are two rules to using this tool. First, your main job is to listen. You can ask clarifying questions
such as ‘can you tell me more about that?’, or use listening acknowledgements like ‘right’, ‘uh-huh,’ ‘sure.’
You don’t defend, explain, or rebut what is said to you. You have to keep an open mind and listen to
the other person with the understanding that what they are saying is how you appeared to them in
experiences they have had with you. This is a chance for you to learn about yourself, not an opportunity
to justify past behavior.
Two rules to requesting feedback:
1. Y
 our main job is to listen. Avoid interjecting, interrupting, defending yourself
or justifying your actions.
2. Y
 ou don’t hold anything against the person giving you feedback, even if you
don’t like what you hear.

That brings us to the second rule – you don’t hold anything said against the person that said it. You need
to e able to hear the good and the bad and to appreciate the other person’s candor. You should appreciate
that they feel comfortable enough to tell you what might be difficult to hear. This can not only be a very
valuable tool for learning about your own strengths and weaknesses, but it can also greatly strengthen
your relationship with the person that you do the exercise with – as long as you follow these rules!
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4 Communication Skills
4.1

The Importance of Communication

In a survey conducted by the Katz Business School at the University of Pittsburgh, organizations rated
communication skills as the most important factor used in selecting their management staff. The study
found that oral and written communication skills were important in predicting job success, as was the
ability to communicate well with others in the workplace.
A University of Pittsburgh study found that the most important factor in
selecting managers is communication skills.

This makes sense when you think about it. If you can communicate well, you can get your message across
to others in an effective way and they then have accurate instructions to complete their assigned tasks.
If you are not able to communicate well, the messages you send get lost in translation. Communication
breakdowns result in barriers against your ability to develop both professionally and personally. In order
to effectively manage your career – no matter what career you choose – having effective communication
skills is vital.

4.2

What Is Communication?

When asked to define communication, how would you respond? Most people will relate to the forms of
communication – talking or listening. But communication goes beyond that. Communication involves
getting information from one person to the other person. Yet even this is not a complete definition
because communicating effectively involves having that information relayed while retaining the same
in content and context. If I tell you one thing and you hear another, have I communicated?
Communication is the art and process of creating and sharing ideas. Effective
communication depends on the richness of those ideas.

4.3

What Are Communication Skills?

Imagine you are on one side of a wall and the person you want to communicate with is on the other
side of the wall. But there’s more than the wall in the way. The wall is surrounded by a moat that is filled
with crocodiles and edged by quicksand. These barriers could be things like different cultures, different
expectations, different experiences, different perspectives, or different communication styles, to name just
a few. You might experience only one of these barriers at a time, or you might find yourself facing them
all. Getting your message to the other person requires that you recognize these barriers exist between you,
and that you then apply the proper tools, or communication skills, to remove those barriers preventing
your message from getting through.
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Communication skills are the tools that we use to remove the barriers to
effective communication.

So if we look at communication from another angle, it involves the perception of the information as
much as the delivery of that information. In other words, we can define communication as the art and
process of creating and sharing ideas. Effective communication depends on the richness of those ideas.
In order to be effective at communicating, there are a number of skills that you can rely. Which skill
you choose will depend upon your situation, the recipient of your communication, and the information
that you need to convey.
Of course, communication is a two-way street. The person on the other side of those barriers will also
try to send messages back to you. Your ability to understand them clearly could be left to a dependence
on their ability to use communication skills. But that’s leaving the success of the communication to
chance. Instead, you can also use your own communication skills to ensure that you receive messages
clearly as well.
Finally, there isn’t only one point in your communication with another person at which you have to
watch out for barriers. To be successful at communicating, it’s important to recognize that these barriers
to communication can occur at multiple points in the communication process.

4.4

The Communication Process

The communication process involves multiple parts and stages. These are:
• Source
• Message
• Encoding
• Channel
• Decoding
• Receiver
• Feedback
• Context
At each of these stages, there is the potential for barriers to be formed or problems to arise. As we look at
ways to limit the barriers to communicating effectively, remember that you may have to apply them at more
than one occasion during your communications process. The steps in the process are represented in Figure
1 and explained further in the following information.
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Figure 3 – The Communication Process
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Source

The source of the communication is the sender, or for our purposes, you. In order to be a good source,
you need to be clear about the message that you are sending. Do you know exactly what it is that you
want to communicate? You’ll also want to be sure you know why it is that you are communicating. What
result is it that you expect? If you cannot answer these questions, you will be starting the communication
process with a high chance of failure.
4.4.2

Message

The message is simply the information that you want to communicate. Without a message, there is no
cause for communicating. If you cannot summarize the information that you need to share, you aren’t
ready to begin the process of communication.
4.4.3

Encoding

Encoding is the process of taking your message and transferring it into a format that can be shared with
another party. It’s sort of like how messages are sent via a fax. The information on the paper has to be
encoded, or prepared, before it can be sent to the other party. It has to be sent in a format that the other
party has the ability to decode or the message will not be delivered.
In order to encode a message properly, you have to think about what the other person will need in order
to understand, or decode, the message. Are you sharing all the information that is necessary to get the full
picture? Have you made assumptions that may not be correct? Are you using the best form of sending it in
order to ensure the best chance of the message being properly received? Are there cultural, environmental,
or language differences between you and the other party that could cause miscommunication?
Of course, to encode a message properly, you have to know who your audience is. You need to have an
understanding of what they know and what they need to know in order to send a complete message.
You need to use language they will understand and a context that is familiar. One simple example of how
you can do this is being sure to spell out acronyms. We sometimes forget that not everyone is familiar
with the acronyms that we may use on a regular basis.
4.4.4

Channel

The channel is the method or methods that you use to convey your message. The type of message you
have will help to determine the channel that you should use. Channels include face-to-face conversations,
telephone calls or videoconferences, and written communication like emails and memos.
Each channel has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, you will find it difficult to give complex,
technical information or instructions by using just the telephone. Or you may get bad results if you try
to give criticism via email.
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Decoding

Decoding happens when you receive the message that has been sent. The communication skills required
to decode a message successfully include the ability to read and comprehend, listen actively, or ask
clarifying questions when needed.
If the person you are attempting to communicate with seems to be lacking the skills to decode your
message, you will need to either resend it in a different way or assist them in understanding it by supplying
clarifying information.
4.4.6

Receiver

Since you have thought out your message, you’ve certainly also thought about what you want the desired
result to be on the part of your listener. But it’s important to realize that each person that receives your
message will be listening to it through their own individual expectations, opinions, and perspectives.
Their individual experiences will influence how your message is received.
While you can’t always address each person’s individual concerns in a message, part of planning for your
communication is to think ahead of time about what some of their thoughts or experiences might be.
For example, if you are releasing a new product and want to convince customers to try it, you would
want to be certain to address the specific benefits to the customer, or what improvements have been
made since the last version was released.
4.4.7

Feedback

No matter what channel you have used to convey your message, you can use feedback to help determine
how successful your communication was. If you are face-to-face with your audience, you can read body
language and ask questions to ensure understanding. If you have communicated via writing, you can
gauge the success of your communication by the response that you get or by seeing if the result you
wanted is delivered.
In any case, feedback is invaluable for helping you to improve your communication skills. You can learn
what worked well and what didn’t so that you can be even more efficient the next time you communicate
with that person or the next time you need to communicate a similar message.
4.4.8

Context

The context is the situation in which you are communicating. It involves the environment that you are
in and that in which your audience is in, the culture of your organization(s), and elements such as the
relationship between you and your audience. You communication process will not look the same when
you are communicating with your boss as it will when you are communicating with a friend. The context
helps determine the tone and style of your communication.
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Elements of Communication

What does it take to communicate with another person? How are we communicating even when we
aren’t using words? When you begin studying communication, you’ll find that we communicate with
much more than our words. In face-to-face communication, our words are only part of the message.
The balance of the message, and in fact, the largest part of the message that we are sending to others is
made up of non-verbal information. It is composed of our body language and our tone of voice. Figure
4 below demonstrates this fact.

5 Figure 4: Face to Face Communication

4.5

Face to Face Communication

Albert Mehrabian’s work on verbal and non-verbal communication in the 1960’s and early 1970’s is
still considered a valid model today. He posed that the non-verbal aspects of communication such as
tone of voice and non-verbal gestures communicate a great deal more than the words that are spoken.
He also found that people are more likely to believe your non-verbal communication than your verbal
communication if the two are contradictory. In other words, you are most believable and most effectively
communicating when all three elements of face-to-face communication are aligned with each other.
People are more likely to believe the non-verbal aspects of communication than
the verbal aspects if the two conflict.
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Tone of Voie

According to Mehrabian, the tone of voice we use is responsible for about 35–40 percent of the message
we are sending. Tone involves the volume you use, the level and type of emotion that you communicate
and the emphasis that you place on the words that you choose. To see how this works, try saying the
sentences in Figure 5 with the emphasis each time on the word in bold.
I didn’t say he borrowed my book.
I didn’t say he borrowed my book.
I didn’t say he borrowed my book.
I didn’t say he borrowed my book.
I didn’t say he borrowed my book.
I didn’t say he borrowed my book.
I didn’t say he borrowed my book.
Figure 5 – Impact of Tone of Voice

.
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Notice that the meaning of the sentence changes each time, even though the words are the same. The
emphasis you place on the word draws the listener’s attention, indicating that the word is important
somehow. In this case, the emphasis indicates that the word is an error. So in the first example, I didn’t
say he borrowed my book, the phrase includes the message that someone else said it. The implied
information continues to change in each sentence, despite the words remaining the same each time.
4.5.2

Body Language

Over half of the message that we are sending to others is non-verbal, according to Mehrabian. This means
that we receive more than half of what a person is communicating through the subconscious messages
they are sending with body language.
Examples of body language include:
• Facial expressions
• The way they are standing or sitting
• Any swaying or other movement
• Gestures with their arms or hands
• Eye contact (or lack thereof)
• Breathing rate
• Swallowing or coughing
• Blushing
• Fidgeting
Basically, body language includes anything they are doing with their body besides speaking. We recognize
this communication instinctively, without having to be told what it means.
There is another reason to understand body language besides being able to read what another is saying to
you subconsciously. You can use it to communicate intentionally that you are on the same wavelength as
another person. Next time you are in a conversation that you are enjoying or with whom it is important
to you to make a good impression, notice their body language. Now notice yours. Chances are, you
have subconsciously mimicked their body language. If they lean forward, you lean forward. If they cross
one foot over their knee, you do the same. This is our automatic response to someone that we want to
establish a positive connection with – and it’s one you can use to your advantage.
When you are in a situation where you want to convey your support of another person, you can
intentionally mimic their body language. If you are standing in the hallway and they lean to one side,
mirror their action. If they sit back and relax, do the same. You are sending subconscious signals that
you are on their side, even if the topic that you are discussing is one where there may be disagreement.
It reaffirms that you are part of the same team, no matter what else might be going on.
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You can also use this tool to gauge whether or not others are buying in on what you are saying. Are they
using words that express agreement, but sitting all wound up with crossed arms and legs? Unless they just
happen to be cold, chances are that there is some matter still unresolved in their mind. You can use this
signal as information to you that you still need to do some explaining or ask some additional questions.
4.5.3

Verbal Communication

The third communication element is verbal communication. Believe it or not, it is actually the least
impactful element in face-to-face communication. The old adage is true – it’s not what you say, it’s how
you say it that counts. Of course, this is a bit simplified. We do want to use verbal communications,
the words we choose, to our best advantage. You would definitely make a different impression if you
curse during your presentation than if you don’t. Choosing our words carefully is a way to enhance our
message, but we should remember that it is not the most important part of the message. We should not
neglect to pay attention to the other non-verbal elements.
But what about when we are limited to using only verbal communication? Given that we know that faceto-face communication delivers the most complete message, we know that verbal communication alone
can be challenging in creating effective communication. You might think that talking on the telephone
or sending off a quick email is an excellent time saver. There are times when this is true. For example,
when confirming specific facts or asking simple questions. But for many communication needs, verbal
communication only is rarely going to suffice.

4.6

Listening Skills

As we’ve learned, a successful sales relationship today involves the seller being able to help the buyer
identify his or his organization’s true needs. The seller helps this process by being able to listen to and
understand what the buyer is telling him.
Good listeners are rare these days. Studies have shown that most listeners retain less than 50% of what
they hear. Imagine what that means when it comes to a conversation that you might have with your boss,
a colleague, or a customer. If you speak for ten minutes, chances are that you have only heard about half
of that conversation – and so have they. No wonder miscommunications happen so frequently!
Studies have shown that most listeners retain less than 50% of what they hear.

In order to be a good listener, you should practice active listening skills. There are five key aspects of
becoming an active listener. You are probably already employing some of them, but may need to practice
others. However, once you are using these tools over time, you will find that they get easier and easier.
Plus, you’ll learn so much about your customers and have such better conversations that you will be
positively reinforced each time you practice.
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1. Pay close attention.
With this step, you learn to give the speaker your undivided attention. But you also let the
speaker know that you are listening by using acknowledgements – types of verbal and nonverbal tools that help add proof that you are truly listening.
• Look the speaker in the eyes
• Stop any mental chatter
• Don’t start preparing your response or rebuttal while the other person is talking
• Make sure your environment doesn’t distract you
• Notice the speaker’s body language and tone of voice – what are the non-verbal messages
telling you?
• If you are in a group, avoid side conversations
2. Demonstrate physically that you are listening.
Use non-verbal and verbal signals that you are listening to the speaker attentively.
• Nod from time to time, when appropriate
• Use appropriate facial expressions
• Monitor your own body language. Be sure you remain open and relaxed rather than closed
and tense.
• Use small comments like ‘uh-huh’, ‘yes’, ‘right’.
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3. Check for understanding.
It is possible for the other person’s message to get mistranslated or misinterpreted, so that we hear
a message that was not intended. Before responding, it’s important to check for understanding
using these tools. .
• Use reflecting and paraphrasing. Check that you heard the message correctly by saying
things like “what I hear you saying is…” or “If I’m hearing you correctly, you’re saying…” or
“I think you’re talking about…”.
• Ask questions that will help clarify the speaker’s meaning. Suggestions include things like,
“Can you tell me more about…?” or “What did you mean when you said…?” or “I think
you’re saying…is that right?”
• Summarize what you’ve heard occasionally – don’t wait until the end or you might not
remember exactly what was said.
4. Don’t interrupt!
There is nothing good that comes from interrupting the speaker. You will only be limiting your
chance of understanding the message because you won’t hear it all – and because the speaker
will get frustrated!
5. Respond Appropriately.
When you are actively listening, you are showing your respect for the speaker, as well as gaining
the information that you need to form your response. Once you have that information and
have clarified it, it’s time to form your reply. When expressing your thoughts:
• Be honest and open
• Be respectful
• Be thorough
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5 Personal Confidence
5.1

Introduction

We all know someone who radiates self-confidence. Think about one of these people that you know in
the workplace. What is it that their self-confidence helps them to achieve? Are they more willing to take
on responsibility, at ease around their superiors, and able to admit when they have made a mistake?
Now think about someone at the workplace who does not have a lot of self-confidence. They might be
shy, reserved, not willing to get into conversations where they might have to speak to their superiors or
speak in front of other people. They might appear unhappy in the workplace, or at least not very excited
about what it is that they are doing. Can you see how self-confidence might be important to people in
being successful at work?
According to psychological research, there are several theories regarding how a person’s self-confidence
is important to their well-being and their ability to function in the world at their fullest potential. If you
want to truly manage your career, having self-confidence is a prerequisite. You need confidence not only
to take on the new challenges that managing your career will bring, but also to believe in the fact that
you can have an influence over how your career progresses.

5.2

Self-Confidence

Self-confidence can be boiled down to the belief that a person has it in their ability to succeed at a task,
based on whether or not they have been able to perform the task in the past. However, there are actually
two aspects of self-confidence. The first is competence, whether or not you have the necessary skills and
abilities to complete a task. The second is self-assurance and whether or not you believe that you have
the ability to complete the task.
Think about this for a moment; you might have been trained in interview skills, but you might not feel
comfortable in interviews. In this case you would have the competence but lack the self-assurance. On the
other hand, you could believe that you have the ability to do something but not have the skills to actually
carry it through. In this case you are very self-assured, but you don’t have the competence to do the job.
True self-confidence occurs when both competence and self-assurance are in balance with each other.
Self-confidence has been shown to be important in recovery from injury, overcoming setbacks, and
moving through negative experiences in life. Someone with self-confidence has a belief that they will
be able to recover, move past the negative, and again experience the positive. In the business world,
self-confidence functions in much the same way. It enables an employee to recover from setbacks and
challenges and continue to move forward.
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Self-Esteem

Self-esteem is the capacity to respect and think well of yourself. It means that you appreciate yourself
as a unique individual with your own set of skills, talents, and abilities. David Burns defines self-esteem
as “the capacity to experience maximal self-love and joy whether or not you are successful at any point
in your life.”
Psychologist Maxine Elliott has researched self-esteem and realized that people’s self-esteem will vary
from individual to individual when they are facing a setback. People who have a high level of self-esteem
will be able to respond to a damaging event by using their past experience and their coping abilities and
will not have much damage to their current level of self-esteem. They will still see themselves as valuable
and talented even if the current evidence seems to indicate otherwise.
However, most people will experience some loss of self-esteem when they face a negative situation
and unfortunately, those who already have low self-esteem will also experience the largest reduction in
what little self-esteem they have. In other words, they will see their failure as further proof that they are
incapable of being successful. This type of negative cycle will perpetuate itself each time that a person
with low self-esteem faces failure, criticism, or roadblocks.
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Self-Efficacy

Albert Bandura is considered an expert on the concept of self-efficacy. He stated that people perceive their
own self-efficacy as “people’s judgments of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of action
required to attain designated types of performances. It is concerned not with the skills one has but with
the judgments of what one can do with whatever skills one possesses.” In other words, self-efficacy is an
individual’s evaluation of their own ability to be successful in attaining a specific goal.
Bandura stated that the amount of self-efficacy a person has is dependent on their ability to apply coping
behaviors, increase their level of effort, and how long they will be able to retain their optimism when facing
difficult obstacles and experiences. In addition, he stated that the more a person is tested by facing their
fears and stepping outside of their comfort zones, the more they will enhance their sense of self-efficacy.
If a person does not have a base level of self-efficacy, they will be unwilling to attempt a new task or
challenge, which could of course hold them back in the workplace. The greater your self-efficacy, the
more willing you will be to grow your skills by attempting new challenges –and the less you will be
affected if you don’t succeed.
5.4.1

Sources of Self-Efficacy

There are four main sources that allow people to build their self-efficacy. These are:
• Mastery experiences
• Social models
• Social persuasion
• Emotional states
Let’s look at each one of these individually:
• Mastery experiences – this is the most effective way to create a strong sense of self-efficacy
for a person. As each success is achieved, the sense of self-efficacy is reinforced. However, a
bit of failure is important as well. If people only experience easy successes, they will begin
to feel that success is what they should experience every time they make an attempt at
something new. Some setbacks are important because they teach us that we need to make
a sustained effort to be successful. Still, upsets should not come, if it can be avoided, until a
person has had a chance to establish a certain level of self-efficacy.
• Social models – these are examples of others who we see succeed. When we see someone
that we feel is similar to ourselves achieve, we will feel that we are likely to be able to follow
suit. At the same time, seeing people like ourselves fail despite a level of sustained effort can
have a negative impact on our own self-efficacy. These models are most effective, in either
case, when they are perceived to have the greatest similarity to ourselves. These models tell
us the types and level of competencies to which we should aspire if we want to be successful
in the workplace – and in life in general.
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• Social persuasion – the old pep talk. When we can persuade someone that they have
the competencies and abilities to master an activity, they are more likely to make longer,
sustained efforts at achieving success than if they have significant self-doubt. While social
persuasion can enhance self-efficacy, it can even more easily diminish it. People tend to
easily believe the negative and may decide that they are unqualified to even attempt a task –
even if they actually do have the ability to complete it successfully. This factor points to the
importance of leaders in an organization to frequently persuade people that they are capable
and competent.
However, it’s important not to persuade someone that they are capable of something when
they truly are not. You will simply reinforce any negative self-doubts that a person had – not
to mention shaking their faith in you as a leader. If you are a manager, you will need to strike
a balance between challenging your employees in order to stimulate their self-confidence and
being careful not to set them up in situations where they are sure to fail.
• Emotional states – people judge themselves on their emotional reactions to situations
as well. If they react with stress and tension, they may interpret those reactions as signs
that they are weak or vulnerable. Mood can also affect self-efficacy; a positive mood
will enhance it, while a negative mood will diminish it. A work environment that allows
opportunities for stress reduction, teaches stress management, and acknowledges stress as a
normal part of life rather than a personal weakness will help to foster positive self-efficacy
in its employees.
5.4.2

How Self-Efficacy Affects Functioning

There are four major psychological processes that are important when discussing the fact that how a
person perceives their self-efficacy can have an impact on their ability to function, perform, and achieve.
These four processes are:
• Cognitive processes
• Motivational processes
• Affective processes
• Selection processes
Now we’ll look at each of these in detail.
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• Cognitive processes – we begin to analyze our ability to perform tasks or reach goals
during the cognitive process of thought. We will ‘rehearse’ scenes in our mind or imagine
what will happen in a given scenario in an attempt to be prepared for, or even control,
the events that will happen in our lives. We draw conclusions, make assumptions, and
predict what we think will occur. We then compare the actual results to our predictions
and evaluate how well we were able to ‘predict’ what would happen. If you have higher
self-efficacy, you will also be able to manage your analytical thinking processes better under
stress than someone who doesn’t.
• Motivational processes – since self-motivation is usually generated by thought, our selfefficacy plays a role as well. We use forethought as a way to regulate our motivation by
imagining what we believe we can achieve. We then use our cognitive skills to set goals for
ourselves and to identify what steps are necessary to achieve those goals. There are actually
three different subsets of motivational processes that come under this theory:
oo Causal attributions – in these instances, those with high self-efficacy understand that
their failures are a result of low effort, while those with low self-efficacy will see their
failures as the result of a lack of ability. Motivation can be affected in either case
because in the first, a person will believe that they simply need to try harder, while
in the second, a person may believe that it doesn’t matter how hard they try.
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oo Outcome expectancies – in these situations, a person believes that a certain outcome
will result in correspondence to a given behavior. We predict what we will get if we
give a certain level of input, assistance, effort, etc. If we have high self-efficacy, we
know that we simply have to give the right input to get the desired outcome, and will
be motivated by that understanding. If we have low self-efficacy, we either cannot
understand what input we need to give or we simply don’t think we are capable of
giving it.
oo Self-influence by goal setting – we will talk more about goal-setting in a later
chapter, but this is the idea that we are able to influence our own motivation by
setting our own goals and challenges. We will be satisfied if we achieve our goals,
and less satisfied if we do not. Again, self-efficacy plays a role because it will affect
the level of challenge and goal that we will set for ourselves. If we see the goal as
simply a function of the right activity combination, we will set it high when we have
high self-efficacy because we will believe we can attain the goal. If we don’t have high
self-efficacy, we will set low goals for ourselves – if we set them at all.
• Affective processes – this element relates to how we perceive our own coping abilities. If
we face a difficult situation and have low self-efficacy in this area, we are more likely to
experience high levels of stress and depression. If we have a high level of self-efficacy related
to our ability to cope, we will be in action around resolving the situation or getting through
the difficult scenario rather than getting mired down and stressing over negative outcomes
that are either out of our control or are very unlikely to happen. In other words, those with
self-efficacy know that they will be capable of handling whatever life throws at them. Those
without it will experience a great deal of fear and anxiety and may not be capable of coping
with difficulties.
• Selection processes – finally, self-efficacy affects us by influencing the decisions that we
make for ourselves in our lives. Our level of belief in ourselves and our abilities can shape
the environments we choose, the educational path we opt for, and the type of career we
pursue as well. If you are in an environment that you are unhappy with, one question to
ask yourself is whether or not you chose that position because you didn’t believe in yourself
enough to push yourself further in your education or the risks you took at work to prove
yourself. The higher the level of self-efficacy a person has, the less likely they are to ‘settle’ in
a career that they don’t find satisfying.
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6 Motivation
6.1

Introduction

When you are managing your career, you are bound to face setbacks. You won’t get every promotion
you want and you won’t always get hired by the company you want to work for. But what will make the
difference is whether or not you can maintain your motivation during the process. It’s not always easy to
stay motivated. We might start out strong, but somewhere along the way we may falter. Even if external
factors cooperate – we have a boss that supports us in reaching for goals and we have colleagues, family,
and friends that help to keep us focused, we can still struggle to stay positive and moving forward. It’s part
of being human to face anxiety, uncertainty, or even depression. But what separates the truly successful
person from the average person in managing your career is the ability to understand why you are feeling
de-motivated, respond to that reason, and then keep on moving forward.
There are three main reasons that people tend to lose motivation from time to time. You can refer to
these as ‘motivation killers.’ These are:
• Lack of confidence – why would you continue to try to do something if you don’t believe
that you can do it? You would only be setting yourself up for failure. This makes sense – it’s
actually a form of self-protection when you think about it. But you will need to boost your
confidence level if you are going to regenerate your motivation and get back on track.
• Lack of focus – you don’t know exactly what it is that you want, so why should you take
action until you do? Or you might find yourself scattered across so many different goals
that you are finding it difficult to complete any of them. You may need to concentrate your
efforts so that you can begin making achievements – even if they are small – which will
encourage you to move on to the next goal and the next and so on.
• Lack of direction – if you know what you want and you believe that you can do it, but you
just don’t know how to get started, you can get stopped instead of motivated. But sometimes
just staying in action can be important – even if you aren’t exactly sure which actions to
take. The good news is that if you can educate yourself on the necessary steps, you should be
able to restore your motivation.
In the following sections we will examine how to improve our self-motivation by addressing each of
these ‘motivation killers.’
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Addressing Lack of Confidence

We’ve just spent some time in the last chapter looking at ways to address your self-confidence, but there
are a few more pointers to include here. Some additional suggestions include:
• Focusing on what you already have rather than what you lack
• Create your own personal positive mantra that you can tell yourself to boost yourself up
• Repeat things that you already know to help remind yourself of what you’ve already
achieved
• Think positively even if you don’t yet believe what you are telling yourself – eventually, you
may start to believe it
• Learn to accept a compliment from others – and actually enjoy the feedback

6.3

Addressing Lack of Focus

It’s so easy to lose focus on what we are trying to achieve in today’s busy work environment. There is so
much going on that we can get anxious, distracted, and lose our ability to focus. We end up suffering
from what is called ‘fear-based’ thinking. We are afraid to lose our jobs because we are afraid of being
poor. We are afraid to speak our mind in a meeting because we are afraid others won’t like what we
have to say and they will hold it against us in our relationship with them. We are afraid of taking a risk
at work because we can’t guarantee that the outcome will be positive.
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This kind of fear scatters our focus and makes it difficult to achieve anything because we get stopped by
the fear. We can spend a great deal of time worrying about all the possible bad things that can happen
to us or all the things that could possibly go wrong. The way to defeat your lack of focus is to set goals
for yourself that are clear and achievable. The very act of setting goals puts some structure around your
random thoughts and gives you something specific to focus on. Instead of worrying about random
possible events in the future, you can focus on what you can do at the moment to improve your situation.

6.4

Addressing Lack of Direction

Let’s say that you have developed your goals so that you have something to focus on, and you feel pretty
confident that you can achieve the goal. But still you find it difficult to find the direction that you need.
You might be procrastinating instead. This motivation-killer can be a difficult one to overcome, but it
is not impossible. It requires taking your goal and breaking it down into the daily strategy that you will
use to achieve it. You should literally have steps written down in ‘to-do’ lists so that you have specific
tasks to focus on each day. When you sit down to work, pull out your to-do list and get started and you
will find that you now have a clear direction to move forward in.

6.5

Building Self-Discipline

For some of us, discipline is a dirty word. We conjure up images of a task master cracking his whip or
a drill sergeant yelling at his soldiers. But believe it or not, self-discipline actually offers you a sort of
freedom. When you have the discipline to continue reaching for your goals despite how you are feeling
at the moment, you will enjoy all the results of that effort and the time that it creates for you. If you lack
self-discipline, you may be aimless, wandering, starting one thing without finishing it and moving on
to something else. You may get frustrated and find that you aren’t able to reach your goals even though
it feels like you are trying to do so.
Self-discipline requires the ability to act according to what you are thinking rather than what you are
feeling at the time. Sure, we have days when we don’t want to go to work, but we know that if we don’t,
there will be consequences. We might lose the day’s pay – or even lose the job – which would have its own
consequences. The same is true when we lack self-discipline in reaching for our goals. The consequences
are varied, depending on what the goal might be. If I am not practicing the piano, I’m wasting the money
I’m spending on lessons and I also have the consequence of not being able to play the instrument. If I
am not exercising self-discipline towards a task at work, the consequence may be that I don’t get as high
a commission as I had hoped for, or I might not be chosen for that promotion I want.
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Self-discipline helps you with things like:
• Working on your daily tasks even if you don’t particularly feel like it
• Going to the gym even though you’d rather sit at home and watch a movie
• Waking up early to truly prepare for the day ahead even though you want that last 30
minutes of sleep
• Turning away temptation when you’ve committed to a healthy eating plan
• Checking your email at specific times during the day rather than every time you get a new
email – something which helps keep you productive at work
• Walking away from time-sucking gossip at the water cooler even though you’d rather hear
the scoop
• Checking your work meticulously even though you feel like it’s ‘good enough’ as it is
There are five basic characteristics of people who possess self-discipline:
• Self-knowledge – you know what’s important to you and what you need to do to achieve it
• Conscious awareness – you realistically evaluate your current behavior and actions in
comparison to what you need to be doing to reach your goals
• Commitment – commitment will keep you going when you are tempted to pursue activities
that aren’t goal-driven
• Courage – you might need to stand up for yourself, your belief in your goals, and the
sacrifices you may need to get there
• Internal coaching – your internal voice is a positive supporter, not a negative critic of what
you are doing.

6.6

Goal Setting

Goal setting is a powerful tool that can be used to motivate and challenge yourself further towards
meeting your career management goals. However, there is a right way and a wrong way to set goals.
Well set goals are clear and you can objectively determine whether or not the goal has been reached.
Poorly set goals are not clear and you can’t necessarily tell what it will look like once the goal has been
achieved. The result is frustration and lack of effectiveness.
Dr. Edwin Locke published his theory on goal setting in 1968 in an article called “Toward a Theory
of Task Motivation and Incentives.” His theory was that employees were motivated by having a goal to
work towards and that reaching that goal improved work performance overall. He showed that people
work better when their goals are specific and challenging rather than vague and easy. For example,
telling someone to ‘improve customer service’ is not specific. You might know what it means, but will
the employee interpret it the same way? Instead, the goal should be clear, such as ‘reduce customer
complaints by 50% over a five month period.’
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In 1990, Locke and Dr. Gary Latham published “A Theory of Goal Setting and Task Performance” in
which they identified five principles that were important in setting goals that will motivate others. These
principles are:
• Clarity
• Challenge
• Commitment
• Feedback
• Task complexity
We’ll now look at each of these principles individually.
Clarity
A clear goal is one that can be measured and leaves no room for misunderstanding. Goals should be very
explicit regarding what behavior is desired and will be rewarded. Look at the goals listed in Figure 1below
to help you understand how to be clearer when setting goals. Continue to ask yourself the question, ‘What
will it look like if the goal is completed?’ The answer to the question will help you identify clear goals.

Figure 6: Examples of Clear Goals
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Challenge
What would give you a greater sense of accomplishment: achieving an easy goal or achieving one that was
a real challenge? We are motivated by the reward that we believe we will receive for completing tasks. So
if we know that a goal is a challenge and is also perceived as such by those that assigned it to us, we are
more likely to be motivated to achieve it. Of course, there is a balance to be struck with this principle.
A goal should be challenging, but must still be achievable. If I don’t believe that I can meet a goal that
you’ve given to me, I might not even be motivated to make an attempt. I will dread the goal rather than
be motivated by it. You should also be sure that you have identified rewards that are appropriate for the
achievement of challenging goals versus normal expectations. By positively rewarding the achievement
of challenging goals, you encourage not just the achieving employee, but those other employees who
witnessed the reward that was given for the achievement.
Commitment
In order for goals to be effective, they need to be agreed upon. The goal should be in line with the general,
established expectations that you have had for the employee in the past. The employee and employer
must both be committed to using the resources needed to complete the goal and should also agree on
what the reward will be. This takes more time and energy on both parts, but it prevents an end result
where the employee didn’t have what he or she needed to have in order to be successful, or where the
employer is frustrated by the employee’s distaste for pursuing the goal.
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This doesn’t mean that you have to get an employee’s absolute agreement to every goal that you set for
them before setting it. But it does help to gain general agreement if the employee is involved in setting
the goals. Allow them to participate in the conversation about what is needed in order to complete
the goal, how much time it will take, and any other ways that you can let them participate in decision
making about their performance.
You could also ask employees to create their own goals for themselves and then discuss them as a team.
You might not be aware that someone wants to improve their skills in a certain area or learn more about
a specific process. Letting them take on something that they want to learn and feel challenged by will
give them more motivation to do the needed work to achieve their other goals as well.
Feedback
Goal setting is not going to be effective if there is not an opportunity for feedback. What if the person
is halfway to completing the goal but they have a question? What if you suspect that the person is going
about the process of completing the goal in the wrong way? Feedback is a chance to correct or clarify
before the goal has been reached.
Ideally, feedback is a type of progress reporting. It gives the supervisor the chance to clarify expectations
and to adjust the level of difficulty of the goal if it seems it’s too hard or too easy. For the employee, it
offers a chance to make sure they are meeting their supervisor’s expectations and to get recognition for
what they have achieved up to this point. When the goal has been reached, you can also conduct a formal
feedback session so that you can discuss what went well and what could use improvement in the future.
Task Complexity
The final principle in Locke and Latham’s goal setting theory is related to the level of complexity of the
assigned task. When a role is complex or highly technical, the person in that role is often already highly
motivated or else they wouldn’t have reached that level in their organization. However, even the most
motivated person can become discouraged if the complexity of the task and the time it would take to
complete it wasn’t fully understood. Projects can have the tendency to reveal themselves as being more
complex after they have begun, so both the employee and supervisor need to be in communication about
how involved a task has become.
Even the most motivated person can become discouraged if the complexity of
the task wasn’t fully understood.

In complex or technical work environments, it’s important to make sure that the person has enough
time toreach the goal. Unreasonable time expectations will drive a person to overwhelm themselves with
work and become less effective as the stress level increases. You may also have to take into account the
time necessary to allow for a learning curve or to ramp up their existing skills.
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7 Emotional Intelligence (EI)
7.1

Introduction

The word is out about emotional intelligence. Companies who once focused only on where their new hires
went to college have learned that IQ alone isn’t going to make them successful. The way they conduct
themselves, the way they express themselves, and the way they interact with others are all as important
if not more important than the person’s score on an intelligence test.
Think for a moment about the last time that you faced a difficult challenge at work. How did it make
you feel? At first, you may have been excited and energized, but what if there were more problems than
expected in getting the work done? Others might have dropped their responsibilities, or the boss stopped
supporting you, or despite all your hard work, the product launch was still a disappointment.
Perhaps you were up for a promotion or you expected a raise or a bonus but you didn’t get it. Or maybe
you feel you haven’t been treated fairly in the workplace and that others are getting ahead for reasons other
than their hard work. Or you just can’t seem to get along with your colleague, no matter what you do.
Can you describe how situations like this made you feel? Better yet, can you understand how those
emotions impacted the way that you responded to the situation? How long did it take for you to ‘get
past’ the situation and move on to being productive again? Did you or do you understand how the others
involved in these situation were feeling?
Companies have realized that IQ alone cannot predict an individual’s
performance or success.

When an individual has not developed their EI, they tend to get stopped by setbacks. They either can’t
get past these kinds of situations, or they struggle past it after a long period of time. They may react
negatively to the other people involved, which results in increased animosity and difficulty in being
productive. They may take things personally that are not meant to be. They may feel like a victim rather
than feeling empowered. All in all, these types of situations prevent them from being as successful as
possible in the workplace.
Someone who has a highly developed EI still face these types of situations, just like everyone else. Yet
the way they react is different. They are able to stop and analyze what they are feeling, and to understand
how those feelings are impacting their behavior and their choices. They are able to recognize how other
people are feeling and to empathize with them.
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They can then choose the behavior and actions that will help them to not just move past a situation, but
to resolve it – both within themselves and in relationship to others. And as they practice, they will get
faster and faster at recovering from stumbling blocks. At their most emotionally intelligent, they can
see setbacks as learning experiences and chances to improve their relationships with others. Then these
roadblocks no longer stop them, but rather help them develop their potential.
Even more interesting is the fact that emotional intelligence has been shown to be more important
in rising to the top of an organization than IQ, or cognitive competencies. Figure 7 below shows the
frequency with which an individual showing EI competencies became president or CEO of a company
in comparison to those who were passed over for the top jobs.

Figure 7: Frequency of EI Competencies in CEOs and Presidents vs. Others
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Mixed Model of EI

The mixed model of EI was most famously described by Daniel Goleman, and is today the most widely
accepted and used model for EI. It involves a range of competencies which are broken down into skill
sets and which together form the picture of a person’s level of EI. Figure 8 outlines Goleman’s model.
Goleman’s EI Competencies
Self Awareness: Knowing how we feel in the moment and using our gut feelings to help drive
decision making; having a realistic understanding of our own abilities and a
strong sense of self-confidence.
• Emotional Self-Awareness
• Accurate Self-Assessment
• Self-Confidence
Self Management: Handling our own emotions so that they don’t interfere but facilitate; having
the ability to delay gratification in pursuit of a goal; recovering well from
emotional distress; translating our deepest, truest preferences into action
in order to improve and succeed.
• Self-Control
• Trustworthiness
• Conscientiousness
• Adaptability
• Achievement Orientation
• Initiative
Social Awareness: Sensing what others are feeling; being able to understand situations from
others’ perspective; cultivating relationships with a diverse range of people.
• Empathy
• Organizational Awareness
• Service Orientation
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Social Skills:	Handling emotions in respect to relationships with other people; able to read
the intricacies of social interactions; able to interact in social situations well;
able to use this skill set to influence, persuade, negotiate, and lead.
• Influence
• Leadership
• Developing Others
• Communication
• Change Catalyst
• Conflict Management
• Building Bonds
• Teamwork and Collaboration
Figure 8: Goleman’s EI Competencies

What is most important to recognize about Goleman’s model of EI is that these competencies are not
considered to be innate. Instead, they must be developed over time in order to develop and improve
performance. Unlike IQ, which is believed to be ‘fixed’ by the time we reach adulthood, EI is not. You
can continue to develop your emotional intelligence throughout your lifetime.
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8 Job-Seeking Skills
8.1

Introduction

You could spend multiple ebooks discussing the various tools and techniques for seeking and acquiring a
job. But there are a few skills that can give you a large advantage over your competition if you learn how
to use them. It doesn’t hurt to review that point again – the job market is a competitive market. When
you are looking for a job, you should evaluate your candidacy in comparison to what other possible
candidates will bring to the table. Then you will want to highlight your own strengths for the particular
job. We’ll take a look at three main techniques for job-seeking in this chapter:
• Your resume
• Networking
• Interview skills

8.2

Your Resume

The average employer will spend less than 10 seconds reviewing your resume. In that time they will
determine whether or not they want to hear more about you. So your resume has to speak to that individual
employer and to the individual job that you are applying for. Yes, that means you need to customize your
resume every time you apply for a position. Is it extra work? Yes, it is. But if you follow this advice, you
will save time and energy as well as enhance your chances for getting past that first glance:
• Use action verbs to describe your responsibilities. So instead of ‘responsible for customer
service quality,’ use something like: ‘Acted proactively to ensure quality customer service
by conducting regular customer satisfaction surveys, observing employee interactions
with customers, and training employees on a quarterly basis regarding customer service
techniques and policy.’ Notice that the second sentence is specific and creates a picture of
what you actually did in your job.
• Create a ‘Master Resume’ that lists everything you did at every position you’ve held, every
training certificate or course you took, and any awards or achievements you completed.
Then when you need to apply for a job that focuses on sales, for example, you can pull all
sales-related copy from your master resume to create a resume that highlights all of your
sales-related experience. You can do this each time you apply for a job so that you present
the best picture of your qualifications each time.
• Instead of creating a generic ‘objective’ statement at the top of your resume, use your cover
letter to highlight your qualifications and your objective for applying with the organization.
• Take advantage of free career services and training programs at your former university or at
the local Department of Labor Career Center. It never hurts to get a second opinion on your
resume.
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Networking

Like it or not, the fact of today’s job market is that most people hire people they know. Or at least someone
that someone they know has recommended. Think about it from the hiring manager’s point of view – if
you had to hire someone, wouldn’t you rather hire a known entity rather than take a risk on a complete
stranger? So one of the best things you can do for yourself if you want to truly manage your career is to
make all the effort you can in networking with others. This doesn’t just mean going out for Happy Hour
with the people in your office. It means creating network of professionals that you can turn to when
you are ready to make your next career move. Think creatively about increasing your network and you
will find that there is really no limit to the professional network you can create. Possibilities include:
• Friends, family, and acquaintances
• Church members
• Alumni organizations
• Local professional organizations
• The local Chamber of Commerce
• Statewide organizations for your profession
• National associations for your profession
• Online networking resources like LinkedIn or FaceBook
When you are job-seeking, make sure it’s not a secret in your network. Put out word to your different
networks that you are looking for a job, and what kind of job you are looking for. Make proactive phone
calls to people that you know in the industry to see if they know of any openings. Ask people if you can
send them your resume to pass around to people they know. You never know whose friend will work
with a man whose sister needs someone just like you in their organization. Especially in the online
environment, it’s amazing how quickly your resume and name can get to people who might be hiring
for a job you’d be interested in.
Two warnings about networking. First, remember that it goes both ways. You should be prepared to
help others in the network when there are openings you know about in your own organization. And
second, if you are actively networking, realize that your current supervisor may very well hear about it
if they are in touch with any of the same people or organizations. If you feel comfortable doing so, let
your supervisor know that you are exploring your future possibilities but you will be certain to let them
know if any real possibilities arise.
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Interview Skills

If you get asked to come to an interview, realize that you have already made it past most other candidates.
Then take the interview opportunity as a chance to hone your skills. That way, even if you don’t get the
job (or don’t want the job after you’ve heard more about it), you still have had the chance to stay sharp.
There are some things that you shouldn’t have to be told about interviewing, but just in case:
• Be early or on time – never late
• Dress professionally – even if it is a blue collar or informal work setting
• Be polite
• Speak clearly and with no slang or informal language
• Always send a thank you note – even if you don’t want the job. You never know when
another position might come available that you really do want.
Next, be sure that you LISTEN to what the person is asking. If you aren’t paying close attention, you
could give them information they weren’t looking for. When you prepare to answer a question, try to
use the following format:
1. Describe a situation you’ve experienced that is related to what they are asking you about
2. Describe what action you took to respond to that situation
3. Describe the results of your actions
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As an example, imagine that someone asks you if you have experience with MicroSoft Excel. Instead of
just saying, “Yes, I do,” you can respond:
1. Yes, at my current job we needed to create a means of tracking invoices as they went
through the Finance Department.
2. I used Excel to create a sortable database that employees could use to find any invoice at any
point during the payment process.
3. As a result, we had fewer delayed payments, less lost paperwork, and a faster processing
time.
See the difference? You’re not just telling them that yes, you can use Excel, you’re also demonstrating
a situation in which you used it successfully. You’re giving the employer a great deal more information
than just a yes or no answer provides.
Before you go to any interview, you should also do some research on the organization. Look for
information on the company’s website like:
• The mission and value statement
• The organizational structure – particularly notice where the job you are interviewing for
might fall in the organization
• The different divisions and operations of the organization
• The annual report, which will tell you a great deal of information about what the
organization values, what its goals are, as well as where some challenges are
• Press releases that detail new products, recent changes, or any other important information
about the company
When you are in the interview, you can reference what you have learned in your research. It will
demonstrate that you are truly interested in the organization and that you are serious enough about
the position that you took the time to learn what you could. This will always set you apart from the
competition in the interview process.
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